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bstract

The results of AC magnetic susceptibility measurements of zinc ferrite (Fe3−xZnxO4, x = 0, 0.0072, 0.0174, 0.049) single crystalline samples
nder pressure up to 1.2 GPa in the temperature range close to the Verwey transition temperature (TV) are reported. The isotropy point TIP increases
ith pressure for each x but the disappearance of primary anisotropy constant at TIP has no effect on Mössbauer spectrum at ambient pressure.

inally, Mössbauer effect data in the vicinity of the Verwey transition does not support the recent claim of the inverse to normal spinel crossover
t the transition.

2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Magnetite has been the subject of many extensive studies,
ostly concerning the nature of the Verwey transition, which

recise origin is still unknown. The most recent papers [1–3]
learly indicate that the problem what actually orders at TV and
hat are the intervening interactions causing this ordering is still
pen and interesting for condense matter community despite
ver 60 years of studies.

At high temperatures magnetite crystallizes in cubic Fd3m
nverse spinel structure. Iron 3+ cations reside on tetrahedral
ositions, while both Fe3+ and Fe2+ are present on octahedral
ites. The traditional, commonly accepted up to middle 90th, pic-
ure is that one electron from each two octahedral Fe ions may

e treated as traveling across all octahedral positions, setting
he mean Fe octahedral valence as 2.5. Due to strong nearest-
eighbor Coulomb interactions of those mobile electrons, they
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reeze out below TV on specified positions, thus establishing
ell-defined Fe3+ and Fe2+ cations. This electronic charge order-

ng occurs simultaneously with the change of crystal symmetry
o low temperature monoclinic. This strictly ionic model has
een largely questioned [2] by the experiments performed within
ast 5 years and either some form of more complicated atomic
rder [1,4,5] (including iron dimmer ordering [6]), or the lack
f any charge ordering [2,3] were proposed. On the other hand,
ome ordering certainly develops below TV, what can easily
e observed by, e.g. AC magnetic susceptibility studies [7] at
V, or by the axis switching [8] at temperatures below TV, the
henomenon strictly related to the transition.

A few years ago it was found [9], based on Mössbauer stud-
es under pressure, that apart from the Verwey transition there
s also a crossover to normal spinel lattice that proceeds at the
ame temperature TCC = TV as the Verwey transition under ambi-
nt pressure, but where TCC grows when pressure is increased

contrary to TV, which lowers with pressure). Quite recently
3], these studies were complemented with the structure under
ressure measurements and the structural transition was found
t TV even though, for elevated pressure, the Verwey transition
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Fig. 2. Pressure dependence of the isotropy point TIP for studied zinc ferrites.
The inset shows the vicinity of peak at TIP for x = 0.0174.
20 J. Żukrowski et al. / Journal of Allo

roceeded within normal spinel phase. Since in normal spinel
nly Fe3+ are present on octahedral positions, i.e. any possi-
le charge ordering cannot be related to frozen-in high T mixed
alence, the Verwey transition was suggested to be caused by
attice deformation related gap opening. The main task of our
aper is to verify this conjecture by the precise Mössbauer effect
tudies at ambient pressure of well characterized, stoichiometric
ingle crystalline magnetite (previous measurements were done
n, possibly nonstoichiometric, powder). We will also augment
ur previous [10] ac susceptibility studies under pressure of zinc
errites to show that the isotropy point temperature TIP (close to
30 K for stoichiometric magnetite and lower for doped zinc fer-
ites) rises with pressure. Since TCC also rises with pressure and,
or p < 0.1 GPa as in our experiment, is close to TIP, we will try
o verify suggestion that in [9] the isotropy point is seen, instead
f the crossover from inverse to the normal spinel.

. Experimental

AC susceptibility was measured on single crystalline zinc ferrite samples
e3−xZnxO4, x = 0, 0.0072, 0.0149 and 0.049, skull melter grown and annealed
or stoichiometry. The samples, with 〈1 0 0〉 direction set parallel to the AC
agnetic field, were in the He gas operated beryllium pressure cell capable of

upplying 0.01 GPa < p < 1.2 GPa. The temperature dependence of AC suscepti-
ility under different pressures for x = 0 is shown in Fig. 1. The arrows mark the
emperature TIP (clear kink in the �AC(T) relation shown in detail in the inset
f Fig. 2) where the first order anisotropy constant vanishes (isotropy point).
he TIP dependence upon pressure for all studied samples is shown in Fig. 2. In

he inset of Fig. 1 the coordination crossover temperature TCC versus pressure,
nferred from [9] is drawn on top of pressure dependence of the compensation
oint TIP for our stoichiometric magnetite. Since the data from [9] were col-
ected for powder sample and TCC was not very well defined [3,9] the idea after
his comparison was that both temperatures actually refer to the same effect.

össbauer effect experiments to check this conjecture were performed at ambi-
nt pressure both on powdered stoichiometric single crystal of magnetite and
n the bulk stoichiometric single crystal in the form of 100 �m thick platelet.
he 57Fe measurements were performed in the transmission geometry using a

57
onstant acceleration type spectrometer with a Co in Rh source kept at room
emperature and the absorber placed in a closed cycle refrigeration system.

While very sharp change of Mössbauer spectrum at TV was obtained for
ingle crystal (typical spectra for high and low temperatures are presented in
ig. 3a) only a wide transition was found for powder sample (not shown). The

ig. 1. Pressure dependence of the ac susceptibility around TV for stoichiometric
agnetite sample. The arrows bracket the region where peaks at TIP due to the

rimary magnetic anisotropy constant vanishing are situated. In the inset those
eaks positions vs. pressure are plotted (bulk symbols) on top of configuration
rossover temperature TCC from Ref. [9].
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ig. 3. Results of Mössbauer effect studies on stoichiometric magnetite single
rystal. In (a) both experimental (dots) and fitted (line) spectra, just above and
ust below the Verwey transition, are shown.

pectra were analyzed within the transmission integral approximation assum-
ng two components (T > TV) and four components (T < TV). The temperature
ependence of the isomer shift, hyperfine field and electric field gradient are
hown in Fig. 3(b)–(d). The isomer shift parameters are reported versus shift of
-Fe kept at room temperature.

. Discussion and conclusions
For all studied compounds the temperature TIP of the isotropy
oint, increases with pressure. Since TV decreases with pressure,
s was proved from both these studies and the vast literature data,
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ncluding [10], the positive scaling of TV versus TIP suggested
n [11] as a proof of a possible magnetic origin of the Verwey
ransition, does not exist.

Since the TIP rises with pressure, as the changeover temper-
ture TCC in [9] and since the idea that magnetite transforms
rom inverse to normal spinel at TCC is highly controversial, we
ecided to check if TCC and TIP might refer to the same physical
henomenon, erroneously interpreted in [9], and recently also
n [3]. This is the reason why the Mössbauer effect studies were
ommenced.

Since the discovery of the phenomenon by Rudolf
össbauer, tremendous number of Mössbauer effect studies of
agnetite were reported. Highly different spectra were observed

or high and low temperatures and their interpretation was by
o means simple. Two components, with the intensity factor
f two, were usually resolved at high temperatures and were
ttributed to tetrahedral Fe3+ cations (IS = 0.36 mm/s, B = 50.8 T,
zz = −1.6 × 1016 V/cm2) and mixed valence octahedral posi-

ions (IS = 0.78 mm/s, B = 48.3 T, Vzz = +1.8 × 1016 V/cm2). Our
igh temperature data, Fig. 3a, are very close to those reported
reviously. It is also clear that no anomaly is seen close to
he isotropy point (at ca. 130 K) even though the experiment
as dedicated for this issue (i.e. the temperature region around

ompensation point was carefully scanned) and despite the
act that the isotropy point is clearly observed in NMR results
12]. In other words, our conjecture that in [9] the Mössbauer
pectra reflect the changing of magnetic easy axis direction
t TCC not a transition from inverse to normal spinel must be
ejected.

For low temperatures, from three up to nine magnetic
omponents were found [13]. In very precise studies on ori-
nted, detwinned single crystal [14] the low T spectrum
as fit with five components, the one corresponding to

etrahedral site of Fe3+ and two components for each octa-
edral Fe3+ and Fe2+ sites; similar results were found for
15]. In our studies, only four low temperature components
ere needed to obtain a reasonably good fit and the rela-

ive intensities were: 4 (IS = 0.35 mm/s):2 (IS = 0.63 mm/s):2

IS = 0.96 mm/s):1 (IS = 1.03 mm/s). Although the intensity of
he first component is higher than 1/3 of the integrated intensity
f all components, its IS almost coincides with that for Fe3+ at
igher temperatures. Since also the hyperfine field is compara-

[
[
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le (Fig. 3c) to the relevant component at high temperatures and
he same is true for Vzz (Fig. 3d), we see no arguments to claim
hat the tetrahedral iron cations change their valence at TV.

In conclusion, we have shown that no direct indications of the
hange of a spinel structure from inverse to normal can be drawn
rom Mössbauer measurements results. We have also shown that

össbauer effect parameters do not show any anomaly at the
sotropy point.
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